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Malaysian artist Red Hong Yi strikes again! (http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2015/02/04/redhong-teabag/) After making news with her incredible Jackie Chan chopsticks portrait last April, she has
recently taken a very local twist by arranging 20,000 teabags into the image of an uncle making teh

tarik with drink cans and an ice-shaving machine beside him.

(http://instagram.com/jeremyblodephotography/)
Photo from Jeremy Blode’s Instagram.

Commissioned to do a piece for the World Economic Forum, the artist from Sabah decided on the teh
tarik concept reminiscent of local kopitiams and mamaks, where Malaysians like to borek-borek about
“finding the best durians, the traffic, politics, weather and soccer”, reported The Star
(http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2015/02/04/red-hong-teabag/).

“It is a drink that brings people together and I hope that I am able to
share a bit of my country’s culture through this piece.” – Red Hong Yi,
The Star (http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2015/02/04/red
hongteabag/)
We’d be lying if we said we weren’t mega proud of our Malaysian artist #tumpangglamor. She’s done so
many uhhhmazing artwork which you can check out here on her Instagram
(http://instagram.com/redhongyi/) account. In fact, we’re so proud of all our people in the
creative scene that we’ve featured DeviantArt artists (http://cilisos.my/13-mind-blowing-malaysiandeviantartists-with-pictures/) on CILISOS before.
Now we’d like to do a post on 8 other artists who, like Red Hong Yi with the teabag artwork, used
some pretty unconventional things to design their masterpieces!

1. Lim Zhi Wei + FLOWERS = Tales of romance <3

(http://lovelimzy.blogspot.com/2014/12/calendar-2015.html)
Image from lovelimzy.

We can only describe Lim Zhi Wei’s art as whimsical and romantic. Girly girls will LOVE!
Born in Sabah (http://lovelimzy.blogspot.com/2013/05/travelling-back-home.html), based in Singapore,
the artist who goes by Limzy uses flowers and other objects combined with watercolour
illustrations to portray different subject matters such as animals, people and the occasional selfportrait (http://petapixel.com/2014/05/16/artist-shares-beautiful-illustrations-created-using-

flower-petals-household-objects/).
Her passion began when she was looking for a present to give her grandmother…

“I wanted to make something specially close to her heart, something she
will understand immediately. I thought a rose looks like a girl’s puffy
dress. So I pressed some rose petals between books, and made her a
bookmark with a girl wearing a rose dress. And she loves it!” – Limzy,
Artistic Odyssey (http://www.artisticodyssey.com/2014/05/artist
spotlightlimzy.html)

(http://instagram.com/lovelimzy)
Image Limzy’s Instagram.

According to PitaPixel (http://petapixel.com/2014/05/16/artist-shares-beautiful-illustrations-createdusing-flower-petals-household-objects/), Limzy doesn’t use flash photography because the most
important elements in her illustrations are natural light so she often rushes home after work to
make sure she can get her shot before sunset. As for what art means to her, she says:

“I believe art is not meant to be found only on walls or in highend
galleries.” – Limzy, The Instagram Blog
(http://blog.instagram.com/post/85576489522/lovelimzy)
More of her illustrations on her blog (http://lovelimzy.blogspot.com/) and Instagram
(http://instagram.com/lovelimzy).

2. Jamil Zakaria + STEEL WIRE = ‘Mulut Meriam’

(http://www.thestar.com.my/Lifestyle/Entertainment/Arts/Frame-Up/2014/05/04/On-the-same-pageThe-meeting-of-two-artists-at-Temu/)
Mulut Meriam. Image from The Star.

We warn you that Jamil Zakaria’s art is philosophically deep. All his creations are steeped in Malay
proverbs (http://www.thestar.com.my/Lifestyle/Entertainment/Arts/Frame-Up/2014/05/04/Onthe-same-page-The-meeting-of-two-artists-at-Temu/), like the one pictured above; Mulut Meriam.
It’s a very curious piece isn’t it? Looks like a half a dude kneeling on the ground, but instead of his upper
body, he has a cannon attached to wheels. There appear to be red cannon balls in the dude’s belly. But
the very bizarre thing is iron-ball shackled to the wire dude’s ankle. Wonder what Jamil’s trying to say?
“Mulut Meriam is an idiom used to describe someone who lashes out at others with offensive and
hurtful language,” Jamil explained in The Star’s article
(http://www.thestar.com.my/Lifestyle/Entertainment/Arts/Frame-Up/2014/05/04/On-the-same-pageThe-meeting-of-two-artists-at-Temu/).
….
We told you. Deep.

“All of us have that nature (of lashing out with offensive language)
within us and we have to control that nature. That is what the ironball
shackle represents. We have to restrain it like prisoners are restrained.”
– Jamil Zakaria, The Star
(http://www.thestar.com.my/Lifestyle/Entertainment/Arts/Frame
Up/2014/05/04/OnthesamepageThemeetingoftwoartistsat
Temu/)

(http://www.thestar.com.my/Lifestyle/Entertainment/Arts/FrameUp/2014/05/04/On-the-same-page-The-meeting-of-two-artists-atTemu/)
Jamil posing with his steel wire art. Image from The Star.

His work involves a lot visualising and planning (http://taksu.com/taksu/index.php/artists/211-artistjamil-zakaria) on paper first, before starting on the steel wires to create his installations. You can check
out his CV here (http://www.vallettegallery.com/artists/Jamil-Zakaria?section=doc&series=).

3. Lisa Foo & Su Sim + PLASTIC BOTTLES = ‘SeaCreatures 13′

3. Lisa Foo & Su Sim + PLASTIC BOTTLES = ‘SeaCreatures 13′

(http://lfss-create.blogspot.com/2013/11/young-malaysian-artists-new-objection-ii.html)
SeaCreature 13. Image from LFSS (the artists’ blog).

Because throwing plastic bottles into the recycle bin is too mainstream, architect Lisa Foo and landscape
designer Su Sim (http://www.yankodesign.com/2009/07/28/recycled-lights/) have repurposed them into
gorgeous lamps instead.

Using…well, plastic mineral water bottles… and LED lights, the pair of designers have created
ethereal, fluid sea creatures (http://inhabitat.com/plastic-seacreature-and-organism-lamps-bylisa-foo-and-su-sim/) like stingrays, jellyfish or just marine organisms, simply coz Lisa… well, she
likes sea creatures (http://www.yankodesign.com/2009/07/28/recycled-lights/).

(http://lfss-create.blogspot.com/)
Some of Lisa Foo and Su Sim’s plastic bottle lights.

But Lisa and Su Sim’s art are quite next-level. They’ve transcended the staticity of just ‘tengok saje’ art to

×

dance and music. In collaboration with dancer-choreographer Aida Redza (http://lfssRECOMMENDED FOR YOU
create.blogspot.com/2011/03/krishen-jit-astro-fund-2010.html), they had produced a mixed media
performance called River Meets Light (http://lfss-create.blogspot.com/2011/03/river-art-projectpresents.html). Driven by the sad state of our rivers, the performance was given to inspire the
restoration of Malaysian rivers and preserving them for future generations.
Watch the performance below:

River Meets Light - a site specific performance at Penang River, prod...
5 other controversial art in Malaysia that
pissed people off (http://cilisos.my/5other
controversialartinmalaysiathatpissedpeople
off#dporef)
For most of us, when the subject of “art” is brought up,
the first image that comes to mind is something like
this: Imag... (http://cilisos.my/5othercontroversialart
inmalaysiathatpissedpeopleoff#dporef)
Powered by (http://www.deepo.io#refmessage)
(http://www.deepo.io#refmessage)

“In my creative experimentation with found objects, I am seeking that
transformation of the unexpected into art and beyond.” – Lisa Foo, lfss
create.blogspot.com (http://lfsscreate.blogspot.com/2013/11/young
malaysianartistsnewobjectionii.html)

4. Samantha Lee + FOOD = Delicious, uber-cute art

(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/12/samantha-lee-mom-edibleart_n_3731454.html)
Image featured on Huffington Post.

Artists can go nuts too when their kids refuse to sit still and eat their meals. So to train her daughters
(http://www.leesamantha.com/uploads/The_Heat_Extraordinary_5_September_2014.pdf)
Elizabeth and Evana to eat independently, Samantha Lee started with her first food art in
December 2008. A Hello Kitty meal
(http://www.leesamantha.com/uploads/The_Heat_Extraordinary_5_September_2014.pdf). It worked
though! Fussy eaters eat faster with visually appealing meals.
From then on Samantha researched artworks to see how she can make her meals more interesting.
Then when she posted her creations on the Internet, she became a hit
(http://www.boredpanda.com/creative-bento-food-art-samantha-lee/).

(http://www.boredpanda.com/creative-bento-food-art-samantha-lee/)
Image from Bored Panda.

This form of food preparation is called kyaraben (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kyaraben).
Insanely popular in Asia, especially Japan. According to Rocket News
(http://en.rocketnews24.com/2014/02/27/creative-bento-lunches-from-the-past-hint-at-the-origins-ofkyaraben/), a Twitter user named Clicohibi (https://twitter.com/clicohibi?

original_referer=http%3A%2F%2Ftogech.jp%2F2014%2F02%2F25%2F6318&tw_i=437875061207207936&tw_p=
news that kyaraben is apparently not new. It’s been made and photographed 10 years ago.

“Personally, the more challenging food art is making cartoon characters
compared with people’s faces because for characters, we have to try to
make them look exactly like how they do in cartoons. Animals are
generally easy.” – Samantha Lee, The Heat

(http://www.leesamantha.com/uploads/The_Heat_Extraordinary_5_Septem
So do you guys think someone start a restaurant selling meals like these in Malaysia? Anyway, check out
more of Samantha’s creations here (http://www.leesamantha.com/).

5. Lee Kian Seng + STAINLESS STEEL & BRONZE = ‘Millennium’

(http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?
file=%2F2007%2F2%2F18%2Flifearts%2F16825650&sec=lifearts)
Lee Kian Seng posing with Millenium. Image
from The Star.

What you see here is the Father of Installation Art’s original!
Lee Kian Seng started out with his first solo in 1966 (http://top10malaysia.com/home/index.php/newsand-events/painters-extraordinaire) at the age of 18. In the 70s, he was among the first few who
experimented with Installation (http://www.leekianseng.com/3d_new_millenium.htm) art. That’s how
he became known as the Father of Installation Art Malaysia.

Millenium (pictured above) took Kian Seng 5 years (!) to complete
(http://www.leekianseng.com/3d_new_millenium.htm). Standing at 4.5m tall and made of stainless
steel and bronze, the artist was able to sign his sculpture at home on midnight, to mark the end
of the millennium and celebrate the future.

(http://www.leekianseng.com/3d_new_millenium.htm)
Snippet of The Star article
from leekiansiang.com.

According to him, the 3 tapering stainless steel spirals revolve independent
(http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?file=%2F2007%2F2%2F18%2Flifearts%2F16825650&sec=lifearts) of
one another. The endless coil effect symbolise continuity
(http://www.leekianseng.com/3d_new_millenium.htm), while in the centre, a bronze egg-shaped
piece symbolises rebirth.

“I wanted to make something that was original and innovative,
contemporary and yet relying on our creative impulses. Artists should
always explore new possibilities, a kind of paradigm shift, if you like.” –
Lee Kian Seng, The Star
(http://www.leekianseng.com/3d_new_millenium.htm)

6. Leon Lim + RANDOM JUNK = ‘The Recycled Head’
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(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Lim)
Leon Lim’s The Recycled Head displayed in Georgetown, Penang. Image from
Wikipedia.

Leon Lim’s The Recycled Head (http://www.leonlim.com/recycled_head.html) looks like The Terminator
after taking a beating, to us. According to his own site (http://www.leonlim.com/art.html), the sculpture
was made from damaged objects, plastic items, broken glasses, lamps and computer parts which
he picked up from the streets (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Lim) of Georgetown, Penang in 1998.
But this Kedah artist has really come a long way and now he’s like femes yo! He was featured in the
second season of Work of Art: The Next Great Artist
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_of_Art:_The_Next_Great_Artist), Top Chef
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Top_Chef), Project Runway (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Runway),
and The Real Housewives (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Real_Housewives).
Leon is kinda unique. His start is not like any other. Since birth he has been deaf
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Lim), which helped him to develop a strong sense of
seeing. When he was younger, drawing took the place of speaking (http://archive.today/K66d#selection-

369.1-373.214) when he couldn’t find the words, reported Vimala Seneviratne in The New Sunday Times
(http://archive.today/K66d#selection-309.132-309.143).

“Painting or drawing was something I loved doing. For me, art was
never a means to escape. It was communication and a way of showing
my skill.” – Leon Lim, The New Sunday Times
(http://archive.today/K66d#selection309.132309.143)

(http://archive.today/K66d)
Leon Lim with a multimedia piece called Silent
Story at the John F. Kennedy Centre,
Washington. Image from New Straights Times.

While most 14-year-olds taste freedom when they skip sekolah, Leon was literally living independently in
Penang (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Lim). Then he received a full scholarship from Rochester
Institute of Technology in New York and he has settled there since.
Leon told The New Sunday Times (http://archive.today/K66d#selection-309.132-309.143) that he
is inspired by the works of Leonardo da Vinci, the Italian scientist, inventor and artist.

“He is more than just an excellent artist and what I like about his works
is that they always engage the viewer. The viewer has the opportunity
of grasping the artist’s thoughts, pose questions and find answers.” –
Leon Lim, The New Sunday Times
(http://archive.today/K66d#selection309.132309.143)

7. Hsulynn Pang + COFFEE = Unique blend of illustrations

(http://cilisos.my/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Hsulynns-free-hand-painting-with-a-teaspoon-andcoffee.-Image-from-hsulynnpang-Illustrations-on-Facebook..jpg?8f2c00)
Hsulynn’s free hand painting with a teaspoon and coffee. Image from hsulynnpang Illustrations
on Facebook.

Hsulynn Pang is a freelance illustrator who loves working on projects that involves creating, doodling
and story telling. She once said:

“When I read children’s books I feel like…I’m in that world of that book…
and I feel like I am illustrated or painted myself. I feel like I’m going on
the adventure of the characters. I feel like these characters are my
friends.” – Hsulynn Pang, YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=G4pripd4Btc)
Since making art with coffee, she has shared her talent with others through 2 projects. One is Astro’s
Football Overload show (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYsJmXnXxjI&feature=youtu.be) –
they challenged her to do a piece of her World Cup hero. She picked Brazil’s Neymar and painted him

with coffee and crayon
(https://www.facebook.com/hsulynnpangillustrations/photos/pb.103178289716520.-2207520000.142322
type=3&src=https%3A%2F%2Fscontent-a-kul.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fhphotos-xfa1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-

9%2F1779958_727300177304325_29774988_n.jpg%3Foh%3D57732e933feca1b15182142c9fcae125%26oe%
The second is a shareshop with Culturerun (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYlEccdVgxc), where
she taught 10 girls how to paint with coffee and teaspoons!

(https://www.facebook.com/hsulynnpangillustrations/photos/pb.103178289716520.-2207520000.1423224233
type=3&src=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-sphotos-d-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhphotos-ak-xpf1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-

9%2F10174925_742176369150039_1371555949_n.jpg%3Foh%3Deb551c280b63be27c77d0eb54bc7ef2c%26oe
Hsulynn at her first shareshop with Culturerun. Image from hsulynnpang Illustrations on
Facebook.

But Hsulynn doesn’t just paint with coffee. Take a look at some of her awesome watercolours on her
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/hsulynnpangillustrations).

8. Loong Bee + SAND = ‘Titanic’ animation
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(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Im_fcsa2pUM)
Loong Bee’s Titanic sand art. Screen cap from YouTube.

Using only his hands as his tools, artist Bee Ghee Leng (http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?
file=%2F2010%2F6%2F16%2Fcentral%2F6444070&sec=central), better known as Loong Bee, creates
amazing sand animation. Why do we say animation? Because his art is a series of images. See, what
he does is shape a picture and then reshapes it to tell a story. Watch the video:

Titanic sandart by Loong Bee

But Loong Bee isn’t even an artist by profession. Not strictly speaking. He’s actually a hairstylist
(http://loongbee.com/about/). When sand animation was popularised by Ferenc Cako
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferenc_Cak%C3%B3) from Hungary, Ilana Yahav
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilana_Yahav) from Israel, Su Dabao (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AA9CCHL4WTA) from China and Chuang Ming Ta (http://taiwantoday.tw/ct.asp?
xItem=30692&CtNode=436) from Taiwan, Loong Bee felt like he had to try it.

“About half a year ago, I watched Su on television in a talk show. I was
really impressed with this kind of performing art. The drawing
process is synchronised with rhythm and music to tantalise
our senses,” said Bee, who is a hairstylist by profession.” – Loong Bee,
The Star (http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?
file=%2F2010%2F6%2F16%2Fcentral%2F6444070&sec=central)

(http://loongbee.com/video/?tubepress_video=tXDAqe8U0Nc&tubepress_page=1)
Loong Bee’s Hari Raya sand art. Screen cap from his YouTube video.

So he picked up tips (http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?
file=%2F2010%2F6%2F16%2Fcentral%2F6444070&sec=central) from sand animation websites and
videos. After playing around with different types of grains, he discovered that natural sand
worked best for him. It’s quite something to watch on screen as someone’s hands shifts sand around
to tell a story.
Loong Bee has done live performances himself like the one for Courvoisier (http://loongbee.com/video/?
tubepress_video=q83c5PfoEfI&tubepress_page=1), which is kind of a personal favourite for us now. It
depicted Napoleon Bonaparte’s 1811 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Courvoisier) visit to Bercy in
1811, Courvoisier cognac. Watch the animation here (http://loongbee.com/video/?
tubepress_video=q83c5PfoEfI&tubepress_page=1).

And the arts scene in Malaysia is growing like never before!
So as we mentioned in our DeviantArt post (http://cilisos.my/13-mind-blowing-malaysian-deviantartistswith-pictures/), we’re not saying that these featured artists are like the best of the best, the top of the
top, the Da Vinci’s of….. you get the picture. We’re just saying, hey, we’re CILISOS and we love art,
especially the ones created by Malaysian artists. Check out our other post on controversial
(http://cilisos.my/5-other-controversial-art-in-malaysia-that-pissed-people-off/) art that made pissed
people off.

But if you guys actually know of any other artists who have made spankin’ masterpieces with
unconventional items – no rules, can be bubble wrap, ice-cream sticks, brillo pads, etc. – do share some
links on the comments below.
There really is a budding arts scene in Malaysia (http://www.wsj.com/articles/malaysias-artscene-is-changing-with-new-auction-houses-1413438147) compared to the days of Generation X
youngsters who probably got their hands rapped with a ruler for doodling on their buku exersise… It’s
all thanks to young professionals these day who recognise that art is a serious investment,
stated The Malaysian Insider’s report (http://www.themalaysianinsider.com/malaysia/article/nolonger-art-for-arts-sake-galleries-note-surge-in-buys-for-investment). The Wall Street Journal
reports (http://www.wsj.com/articles/malaysias-art-scene-is-changing-with-new-auction-houses1413438147) that there’s been a rise in the number of auction houses in our country.

“How many Ferraris can you own before you start to look around for
something more sophisticated and meaningful?” – Pakhruddin
Sulaiman, Lawyer and art collector, The Wall Street Journal
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/malaysiasartsceneischangingwith
newauctionhouses1413438147)
If you are an artist yourself, you’ll find yourself in good company. There’s a lot of encouragement and
showcase space to be had in these places (http://theculturetrip.com/asia/malaysia/articles/klcontemporary-top-art-spaces-to-watch-in-kuala-lumpur/). Or like the Art Malaysia group
(http://www.artmalaysiagroup.com/) for example. CILISOS looks forward to its readers becoming femes!
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(http://cilisos.my/why-is-johor-the-only-malaysian-state-with-its-own-private-army/)
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